CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

A. Conclusion

After analyzing the faces of oppression and kinds of social critiques reflected in Andrew Niccol’s *In Time*, the conclusion is finally formed as follows:

1. The class discrimination is manifested through five faces of oppression, the five are exploitation, marginalization, powerlessness, cultural imperialism and violence. The violence that is reflected is in the form of upward, downward and lateral classism. In which the manifestation of upward classism shows that the domination and the place where someone are, determines who have and who have-not power.

2. The class discrimination with its manifestation through the faces of oppression shows that there are reflections of three social critiques that would like to be conveyed by the author, in which the three are political, economic and social critique (moral & behavior).
B. Suggestion

Considering the conclusions that have been formed above, several suggestions regarding the topic of this study is served and is listed as follows:

1. A work of literature definitely have a definite purpose that more than just as an entertainment media, it could have been otherwise as the literature’s interpretation towards life and as a way for the people to see, understand and think about this world.

2. Regarding the oppression as the class discrimination manifestation, it obviously obvious that still “what goes around comes around”. Whatever we do and however we do to others will come back to us someday in anyway. Violence that is reflected in *In Time* shows that the failed rules will definitely fails the entire aspect of social life systems.

3. Social criticism have been being a part of literature, literature that can be said as the visual description of this world should be made as a media for the writer to reconsider what is the purpose of a work. Without diminishing the essence of literature something that is directly affecting human life and this world will definitely be useful.

4. The findings of this study could have been more reliable and it still needs an advanced study to find out the more comprehensive findings regarding the topic of this study they are dystopia, class discrimination, oppression or social criticism. However, this study is expected to be able to complete the space of unfilled findings regarding this study topic.